
By Prof of Medicine Desire’ Dubounet  

Enlightenment and Genius is inside of all of us even you. We all have it as 

children. It lies bottled-up inside of each of us. And only a few can open the 

bottle.                             Click pic for Video 

 

Enlightenment and Genius is an ego-less, immersed in the Now mental state 

of non-judgmental, ecstatic, awakened intellect, aware of all including desires, 

but not attached to desires or constructs, liberated from false beliefs. 

 It is a Blissful Euphoric state of Insight Transcending normal states of 

mind. The All reflected in a single mind. We Open our Mind and See All 

Things are Possible, it just Takes Time. Two different opposing ideas can 

both be true at the same time. The Infinite and Infinitesimal, Infinity to the 

Power of Infinity, is mirrored and expressed in a single point of expanded and 

contracted God Consciousness by our mind.  

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeBNyL80HivG5FSz_XugN3vQbVCVoIkGs
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeBNyL80HivG5FSz_XugN3vQbVCVoIkGs
https://youtu.be/PXvlbfRU68o


Enlightenment and Genius is Repressed by cultural conditioning, pressure 

to conform, imposed rating judgment, and construction of the ego.  

Enlightenment and Genius is inside all children. We must all learn to make a 

judgmental mind to know what to and what not to do. What to Eat What 

Not to Eat. We must be taught rules of life. Someone has to see the future 

needs and store food, prepare shelter, and anticipate future needs. Parents 

and Schools must teach discipline, rules of behaviour, required social 

conventions and how to prepare to join society.  

We must be taught What we can Say, what we must NOT Say.  

They try to teach us What we can Think, and What NOT to Think.  

We are pressured to form an ego, form a language, construct a timeline of 

past and future, make goals, and build social interaction with language.  

We are pressured to accept ideas of others without question.  

Our language allows us to perceive a past and future so we can interact with 

others. But, our language allows us to lie so we can cover up the past, and 

embellish the future.  

Our society knows that there are bad people who do bad things. The basic 

instinctual nature of the human is survival of self and tribe, to own and 

protect things, to reproduce, to share, to help others, to communicate, to 

compete, to explore, to exploit, and to twist our thoughts to conform to our 

beliefs.  

There are some (about 5% or 1 in 20) that have more bad instincts. They 

have much more ideas of self and they fake the instincts of helping others. 

They excessively lie and some even have killer instincts. They become very 

clever to hide their selfish ego.  



Therefore, we cannot depend fully on human instinct. We need to have laws 

to protect property, defend the weak, and dictate the rules of society.  

Enlightenment and genius is further supressed by the emotions of fear, 

anxiety, worry, hate, sadness, distraction, lust, guilt of the past and hopes of 

the future.  

And Enlightenment and Genius is blocked by attachment to desires of 

things to be different and distraction of greed, anger, lust, drugs, self-

gratification.    

A Few can Break Free from the Social Conditioning. To Break Free 

they Must remove themselves from the marketplace. Meaning they must get 

some seclusion to find the discipline and time to get free from the words and 

social false beliefs.  

They will learn to see the nonreality of social rules. They start to see the 

impermanence of thoughts and ideas. They see the nonreality of past and 

future and swim in the NOW.  

The Mind is Like a Clear Blue Sky Expanding in all Directions,  

Through the Sky pass Clouds, But they are NOT the Sky they Just 

Pass Through. 

Through the Mind pass Thoughts, But they are NOT the Mind they 

Just Pass Through. 

So we do all kinds of exercises to reduce the words in our brain that our 

society has taught us were so important. 

As we practice reducing our words and attachments we start to observe our 

own mind from behind it- We become the Watcher of our own Thoughts. 

Then one day we sense a Watcher behind the other Watcher and this goes 

on till we see that behind all watchers is just non-judgemental Awareness.  



As we start to find ourselves beneath the words, we then start to lessen our 

attachments and desires for things to be different 

We develop the disciple to reduce desires, reduce attachments, and reduce 

false beliefs. Until one day, we have released all clinging. We see, we hear, 

we feel, but we do not cling.  

We start to find the Flow of Life. Tao, Dharma, Life Flows around us and 

control little of it. So we need to be aware and change what we can, accept 

what we cannot. Reducing our judgments, desires and attachments.   

We start to see the nonreality of ritual, borders, politics, and beliefs.  

And we are tempted with superpowers to take us off our path to 

Enlightenment. Many distraction of Ego Gratification try to stop us.  

Then we finally see the non-reality of EGO and Self.  

With the loss of ego and becoming immersed in the now, we develop deeper 

Non-Judgmental Awareness. 

We Lose ideas of separation – becoming all and Bursting with ecstasy, We 

expand our circle of Compassion to Include All things  

We have stripped away our social conditioning and the sense the nonreality 

of words and ideas. We have become what we truly are, what we were as 

children. We know we are all one.  

But now we know the rules of society. We know how to communicate with 

words but not get caught up in them. We are free from clinging and we are 

non-judgmentally aware.  

We can return to the market place with reduced suffering and able to better 

help others.  

We are now what God and Nature has made us, Enlightened Geniuses.  



Learn more –Click Pic 

   

 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeBNyL80HivFGKC6OUpfdMV7tzqLpjtp9

